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On Writers' Day, held on 28 November 1 965 and sponsored by the Upper Burma Writers' 
Association 3dco03�ootbcGY.)GGPoo'P3d:::>.:)b:, Maung Tha Noe GoobOY.>t: (Tha Noe 1 966) 
submitted a monumental paper, Modern Burmese Writing �ooGY.) 3dG6l:3dOY.>::::>':)� 6\§o.x><fJ 
on behalf of the Prose Commission alOY.>:G@ GOY.>��b in which he suggested that people 
begin writing in Modem - or colloqual - Burmese, language spoken by the people, to 
narrow the gap between the written and spoken languages (Upper Burmese Writers' 
Association [hereafter UBWA] 1 966:86). 

Now, nearly forty years later, the use of colloquial Burmese has become noticeably 
more popular, although not necessarily as a direct result of Maung Tha Noe's paper. The 
popularity of colloquial Burmese is not limited to prose, the major target of the 
Commission, but has spread into poetry as well. Nevertheless, the art of writing in Modem 
Burmese (MB), overshadowed by the older written language, has still not achieved the 
high status or regard it well deserves for its clarity and effectiveness. In this paper I will 
point out some remedies for the mishandling of Modem Burmese by mixing it with Formal 
Burmese (FB). 

For those readers with insufficient background knowledge of the movement in 1 965, 
this paper provides a brief account of the literary scene of the time, some statements from 
the paper by the Commission and its advocates, as well as the voices of readers. I will then 
give examples of some common writing styles found in current Burmese periodicals and 
news media, with recommended solutions. 

1 The Paper Modern Burmese writing 
At the time of the submission of the paper Modern Burmese writing, colloquial Burmese 
had already appeared in literary writing. The Prose Commission of the Upper Burma 
Writers' Association expressed their displeasure with the pace of the transition away from 
writing in literary style language as one reason for calling for change in Modem Burmese 
writing, which they thought should be based on the actual language the people of that time 
used. The Commission gave a brief account of the history of Burmese writing from the 
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Bagan period <i0Gech ( 1 1 1 0- 1 300 CE) to 1 965, claiming that Burmese writing had 

diverged into two systems, colloquial and literary, since 1 300 when people began to adorn 
their writing with literary usages even though the practice of the Bagan period was to write 
in the colloquial Burmese of that time. This also led to the divergence of the colloquial 
and literary styles in the Nyaunyan period G����:Gech ( 1 599-1 754) with the evidence 
from the eingyin e��: poems and the stories of Y athawuddhana �o:>o"l. Scholars credit 
the favorable reception of U Ponnya's 2:<i� literary works in the Konbaun period 

O(':G:rr.>�Gech ( 1754-1 885) to his cleverness in using the language of the people of his 
time. P. Moe Nin ��:;�: ( 1 883-1940) and Theikpan Maung Wa 03�G��o ( 1 899- 1 942) 
made efforts to avoid the ornamentation of language in their works. The Commission 
pointed out that some writers were still reluctant to write in the language spoken by the 
people, although at the same time some had shown certain progress by using literary but 
simple Burmese. 

The Prose Commission suggested that literary Burmese should be replaced by Modem 
Burmese, pointing out the problems of using the literary language. Because of the wide 
differences between colloquial and literary writing, the Commission made the following 
points (UBWA 1 966): 

1 .  Students who finished the second grade, as reported by the Educational 

Research Bureau, were unable to read Burmese after not having reading 
for a certain period of time (UB WA 1 966:62); 

2. Young students face the difficulties of learning a foreign or ancient 
language besides studying the writing system of their own language 
(UBWA 1 966:70, 7 1 ); 

3 .  People i n  the countryside had trouble understanding the educational 
literature distributed to them (UBWA 1 966:74-77). 

The Commission hoped that people would derive maximum enjoyment from literature 
which was written in Modem Burmese. Later, the Commission began to advocate Modem 
Burmese, drawing a distinction between that and conversational spoken Burmese as 
actually uttered, including hesitations, groping for words, and words in incorrect order. 
The proposed Modem Burmese would entail systematic spelling and grammar, and would 
be divisible into three levels: 

1 .  Formal Burmese, the style of language prepared before presenting to a 

public audience; 

2.  Standard Burmese, the style spoken b y  and comprehensible t o  most people; 

3 .  Daily conversational Burmese. 

The Prose Commission advocated the use of Formal and Standard Burmese. 

2 Advocates of the Paper 

Although the Prose Commission made their statements clear, the matter became 
complicated when two influential individuals, Dr Than Tun G31crl�o:>,:cg,: and U 
Kyaw Yin 2:G9P��' added their views. Dr Than Tun, then Professor of the Department 
of History at Mandalay University, presented a paper Early Burmese in support of the 
proposal made by the Commission. Based on his theory that the people of the Bagan 
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period wrote as they spoke, he asserted that the spelling and syntax of that time were 

explicit and simple (UBWA 1 966:47). Dr Than Tun concluded his paper advising, 
'Burmese, without worry, should be written effectively just as it is pronounced.' U Kyaw 

Yin, Rector of Mandalay University at the time, expressed his delight as the keynote 

speaker of the conference when hearing that 'people are going to write [the language] as it 

is pronounced without paying attention to spelling.' (UBWA 1 966: 1 70). Dr Than Tun and 

U Kyaw Yin clearly misinterpreted the Prose Commission's paper as a suggestion to write 

the language as it is spoken. 

3 Against Modern Burmese 

This misinterpretation of the paper continued to spread and sparked a furious debate which 

did not die down until 1 970. Those who disagreed with the paper offered the following 

reasons (UBWA 1 966): 

• The entire nation has already accepted the present writing practices 

(UBWA 1 966: 1 96, 255); 

• The quality of Burmese prose will decline with the increase in literary work 

by unskilled writers (UBWA 1 966: 1 9 1 ,  1 92); 

• The splendour of Burmese - the richness of vocabulary, explicitness and 

compactness of aesthetic literature - will disappear if a literary work were 

written in spoken Burmese (UBWA 1 966: 1 89, 1 9 1 ,  1 97); 

• Orthographic problems could arise due to the nature of the Burmese 

language (UBWA 1 966:224). 

These were the linguistic reasons related to the issue - some participants in the argument 
suggested that an effort should be made to help village people become literate (UBWA 

1 966: 1 84), and some argued that a conceptual and political revolution were more 
important to a literary movement (UBWA 1 966:200). I will not address these issues here 
because they are not linguistic matters. 

The most reasonable of the four arguments above is the assertion that the current 
literary style was comprehensible to and accepted by the whole nation. Thein Aung, who 
gave his views after reading the Commission's  paper thoroughly, said that even Burmese 

people who had never learned basic writing did not have a problem understanding written 
Burmese when someone read it to them (UBWA 1 966:258). What he said is absolutely 
right. However, although the current orthography is perfectly intelligible, we should still 

encourage the development of an easier, improved writing system to promote better 
communication between readers and writers. 

Anxieties about the decline in quality of Burmese literature from the loss of verbal 

ornamentation are as unfounded as are worries about the rise of orthographic problems 
associated with the introduction of Modem Burmese. The colloquial Burmese every 
speaker uses does not lack flavour in comparison to the formal Burmese which people do 
not read or write in daily lives; in fact, it is even richer. The people of Hladaw village in 

Upper Burma are one example, described by Aung Naing ( 1 982). Although most of the 
villagers could not read or write, they adorned their daily language with fantastic similes 

and metaphors. If we take writing as a tool for communication, then any undue concern 
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over decorative language is misplaced. Everyday language is clearer because readers and 
writers are already familiar with it. 

Likewise some writers expressed their concerns about the orthographic problems that 
might arise if they wrote in Modem Burmese. Yan Aung ( 1968), a well-known veteran 
writer, mocked the movement saying that his mother, who was not properly trained in 
writing, made spelling mistakes in the spoken language she wrote in letters. Tet Toe, who 
is knowledgeable in both Burmese and English literature, also criticized Modem Burmese 
writing, branding it ' Spoken language writing.'  (Tha Noe 1 972:204). Thein Pe Myint, a 
respectable journalist, wrote against the use of Modem Burmese in an articles in the 

h 0 (' (' Th newspaper Bola laun �c\)(y')GCO':>c ( a Noe 1 972:204). 
Such mockery and criticism resulted from some zealous advocates overstating the 

subject, and from some irresponsible critics not reading the paper thoroughly. As noted 
above, Dr Than Tun and U Kyaw Yin misinterpreted the Prose Commission's paper as a 
suggestion to write as spoken. Maung Swan Yi GOO���:q�, a well-known poet and 
literary critic, started his essay of support as if the paper had suggested that one should 
'write like we talk' (UBWA 1 966:202), a phrase he uses repeatedly throughout his essay. 
Finally, the original proposal to 'use Modem Burmese' was replaced with the phrase ' spell 
according to pronunciation' and 'write it the way it's  spoken.' Thein Aung ( 1 966:37) 
misinterpreted the paper as being centred on the suggestion to 'write it the way it's  
spoken. ' No wonder the paper caused anxiety over the future of Burmese literature among 
readers who never cared to read the paper exhaustively. Yan Aung, Tet Toe and Thein Pe 
Myint are just a few examples of this kind of reader. Because of these critics, Maung Tha 
Noe, instrumental in submitting the paper, became unnecessarily preoccupied with 
defending his proposal, saying that he never meant for people to write exactly as they 
spoke. Besides not reading the paper thoroughly, the critics' level of linguistic expertise 
was a source of unnecessary problems. Establishing a great name in Burmese literature 
does not automatically bring with it a full awareness of the mechanics of the language. No 
critic of the movement proved himself to be a qualified linguist. 

4 The current status of Modern Burmese 

Despite such negative reactions, writing in Modem Burmese started gaining a stronger 
foothold in various media after 1 965, although it is hard to say whether this was the 
outcome of the paper or part ofthe language's  natural course of development. 

Weekly journals, distributed throughout the country, have been one area of increased 
writing in Modem Burmese (see Appendix 1 ) :  more pages are written in Modem Burmese 
today than in periodicals published prior to 1 965 (see Appendix 2). Since I am focusing on 
prose in Modem Burmese, I will not address Modem Burmese in poetry here, although 
there too its use is apparently gaining in popularity. Modem Burmese is more fashionable 
than ever in Burma's information media - newspapers and broadcasting stations. 
Although newspaper reports are still in literary Burmese, most freelance writers use 
Modem Burmese in their articles. News reports on Myanmar Television are all in Modem 
Burmese, while the Myanmar Broadcasting Service still uses literary Burmese for news 
reports. The broadcasting services outside Burma, such as the BBC, RF A and VOA, all 
use Modem Burmese. 

Nevertheless, the language of many sources of information in Burmese is not yet pure 
Modem Burmese, but continues to be mixed with literary style. Here are some examples 
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from written reports in some weekly journals. The lillderlined phrases and grammatical 
particles in ( I H5) would never be heard in normal spoken Burmese. 

( 1 )  � eo • eo �;6?coO??,,?: co�co�oo 
[NP] 
[Golden Age of Myanmar football] 

eo eo eo eo ;�:ro�:3C>oaU)oau)� 
[NP]-m,i<i 
[various methods]-PL 

o eo 

eo r:::: eo Q)2:GY.>:e3� 
[vp]-ja.dwiN 
[think ]-NOM.in 

eo 

GY.>CO'l :O(o?� 
[NP]-1i 

Q)ro:>:<?c:� CX6m co () C\Y.)CO o::Y.> 
[NP]-rw 

[writer ]-PL.GEN [ conversation] 
[VP]-M 
[emerge ]-ATTR 

eo 0 eo� 0 eo r::: eo c.: eo .,  eo 
3C>�m"tP:or ooct9,,?m'l�c:o::Y.>�Q)()IOOu)1I 
[NP]-ko [VP]-ckfN oil phji7 pa & 

. [facts]-OBJ [present]-NoM.only.be.POL.REAL 
' I  simply present the points that emerged from the writers' conversation to help 
in considering the various strategies to get back to the golden age of Myanmar 
football. '  
Nanetkhin Journal ;;crl��:'lP;o3 Yangon: Alillgtha Press, 17 May 2000, p.2. 

eo eo 0 (2) O(?,,()�co"1Pc:o::Y.>:�:i?<?? Q O  � , o 0 3 ,,?GY.>CO ()COlJY.)coLP�'=ijL:� 
[NP] -m,i<i.zw.a.gh [NP]-Q.g 
[students ]-many .ADV.OBJ [literary rallies like this]-to 

C' C' C' 1 C' oomcoEOpm;o:coc::x:nCCOQ)()IOOu)1I 
[vp]-ze.ba.& 
[attendllisten] -CA US .POL.REAL 

' He asked many of his students to attend literary rallies like this one. '  
Pyi Myanma Gyane @�§"�'lP;03 Yangon: Nanthazin Press, 
1 6  November 2000, p . 13 .  

& o eo  (3) o.:>coO??m�oo;m 
[NP] 
[the ship's  captain] 

& eo eo eo o.:>coO??�OOco�c:� 
[VP]-ziN 
[steering the ship]-while 

rocrloon�§�co<Y6�COo::Y.> 
[VP]-M 
[could be seen to L and R]-ATTR 

co��:o.:>� 3C>coQO?crl3C>2� ��:@�:u 1000311 
[VP]-d! [NP]-mj.a-90 [VP] 
[appear]- REALAITR [building]-PL.OBJ [explained] 

'The ship's  captain explained about the buildings to be seen on the left and right 
banks of the river while steering the ship. '  Shwe Amyutei Monthly, Yangon: 
Zabutalu Press, May 200 1 ,  p. 1 16 .  
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co C' C' " Q co .  0 co 
(4) �:ogOG�C(9�:ro:13c:�'l.io(ro�: y�ly:>GOO? 

[NP] 

(5) 

[VP]-n;;J..Y..go.l£ 
[be possessed and rendered mad]-NoM.oBJ.also 

o'�ol'l.GQ)1I 
[VP] 

[honest]-ADv [let admit] 

° 6J: o.:Y.): � 
[vp]-zwa 

[now however] 

'Now let me admit honestly how [1] was crazily possessed.'  Shway Amyutei 
Monthly G�3dGiGO:>, Yangon: Zabutalu Press, February, 200 1 ,  p. l l ! .  

co Q.£. O'Y.lO;G01J�1 
[VP]-�{N 
[fulfil duty]-NOM 

0Q'£ . ' 
����;. 
[vp]-.chlN.nf 
[loyall-NOM 

O , ,�� co CO O C'Q C' o�'P:O(����Goo:>c�mtc�c:G�oy') 
[VP]-dIDLdw.e..hll 
[can carry out duty consistently]-NoM.PL.TOP 

" 0 co 0 co C' C' co @;:O(c:Y:>�'l.�O?3d'l.�3d�c:Go.? �O(O:>c\y'):11 
[NP] [VP] 
[qualities every wife should have] [isn't it?] 
'Is it not the case that fulfilling her responsibilities, being loyal and consistently 
carrying out her duties are the qualities that every wife should have?' Myanatmaung 
Monthly §:>:;�G'=:Y.>�, Yangon: Nyeingyanyei Sapei, July 200 1 ,  p.83. 

Literary Burmese still dominates not only written information but also audio and 
audiovisual reports. (6) consists of a single sentence: it is an extract from a broadcast by 
the Myanmar Television Service on 1 8  December 2000. The numbered, underlined words 
in Literary Burmese are glossed in the table below the passage. 



a,c 

b 

d, i 

e,g 

f, k, 1 
hj,m 

n,q 

0 
r 

s 
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[NP]-� 
[VP]-"=?I�� 
[VP]-'i�: 
[P (' (' 

hr ] -c\)�:GOY.>c: 
[NP]-"tP: 
[VPJ-f��: 
c\)�:GOY.>�:o? 
[NP .f(' (' 

]- �c:,9 
[VP]-OY.> 
[NP]-r(9� 

[NP]-fiJi! [NP]-SUBJ 

[VP]-i-aj £7 Si [VP]-while 

[VP]-n:H�·mja [VP]-NOM.PL 

[phr]-lagauN [phr]-whether 

[NP]-mja [NP]-PL 
[VP]-�fN [VP]-NOM 

lagaUN.dQ aforementioned.PL 

[VP]-�fN .l'}iN [VP]-NOM.INSTR 

[vp]-ka [VP]-while 

[NP]-phjiN [NP]-by means of 

The Ministry of Information's reluctance to use Modem Burmese in written and audio
visual reports can be attributed to the tendency of governmental organisations in general to 
use formal language. Foreign broadcasting stations, however, although active users of 
Modem Burmese, also have the same problem of unnecessarily mixing literary Burmese in 
their ' Modem Burmese in their reports. (7)-( 1 1 )  are some examples from the BBC 
Burmese Service evening broadcast of 2 January 2002, with suggested Modem Burmese 
(MB) equivalents. 

(7) BBC 

ME 

Changes: 

(8) BBC 

ME 

Changes: 

(9) BBC 

MB 

Changes: 

( 10) BBC 

ME 

Changes: 

o 0 ('  2G�U�G�:�c'=W: 
0 ('  2G�UooG�:�c� 

' shops in Europe' 

'in' in the phrase ' [NP] in (place] ' translated with 00 k� instead of �Si; 
noun made plural with G"6 twe instead of '=W: mja . 

• � 

(' (' , (,  (' 0 ('  0 ,  1 (' O? GEOpOOC:D:ijUi? "iJCOO:OOG�OOY' O1JQ:o.:>fJ ��UIOO<X>1I 
• (' (' (' (' �,�. (' 0 (" 1 (' O? G'l.:OOC:OOC:'BJU'BJU � O1JQ:o.:>fJ��UIOO<X> 

'The oath was taken with security strictly imposed. ' 

adverbs formed by reduplication rather than -� -swa suffix; subordinate 
clause formed with [VERB]-@: pf; monosyllabic verbs preferred over 
disyllabic. 

(' 0 0 (' (' Q 0 ('  Q (' G�ooG>�.oo<J?o.;>C\)� �<1Jcoo:¥>:�c� c\)�c\y')G'l.: 3dG>3dG>2 (' 6' 6 (' (' Q 0 ('  Q (' G�ooG><f.oo<J?�C\)oo �<1Jcoo:¥>:�c� c\)�c\y')G'l.: 3dG>3dG>2 
'Oxford University Argentinian studies programme.' 

location marked with 00 k� instead of 'Y l1}� 
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( 1 1 ) BBC 
MB 

Changes: 

C' C'� Q Q Q � C' 0 C' Q C' 0 C' � G;i C' .,  C' 
OO�3� .:t):t)([)'j �;oo<?c:3d([)3d([)2G06<"y? fJ:OOCG; ooCfY.) 2([)OIO')OOli � � Q Q Q  � C' O C'  Q C' 0 C' ., 
00;3; .:t):t)([)oo �;oo<?C:3d([)3d([)2G06<"y? fJ:OOCG; OOCfY.)OIIl 

'You are listening to the programmes of the BBC Burmese section in 
London.' 
Avoidance of the wordy practice of nominalising verbs with CfY.) ta and 
re-verbalising them with �� phji7 

Examples ( 1 2}-( 1 6) are from the morning programme broadcast by the Burmese service of 
Voice of America (VOA) on the same day, 2 January 2002: 

( 1 2) 

( 1 3) 

( 14) 

( 1 5) 

( 1 6) 

VOA 
MB 

Changes: 

VOA 
ME 

Changes: 

Broadcast 
MB 

Changes: 

Broadcast 
MB 

Changes: 

Broadcast 
Mod Bse 

([)O')�[Si,,?<SG;1S ��o 10')t011 
([),,?<SG;Oll9 

, . . .  has started to do . . .  ' 
disyllabic verb ([)OO� SgtiN 'start' replaced with monosyllabic ([) sg; 
redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.d£ removed . 

.... Cit (" C' ... (" 0 0 0  0 0 
3d3 'O�t([)y'J.o.:>�c:<"y? ��"?"? 
3d([)�:3dGo:<"y? CY.ijc:001�oo 

, . . .  because one wanted to know news about these two groups . . . ' 
[VERB]-c\? 10 'want' replaced with [VERB]-�� tGiN 

C' 0 C' G;i C' ., C' 
3d([)�:3dGo:1 CY.ij�:oy? 2�OIO')OOIl 

3d([)�:3dGo:<"y? CY.ijc:001�OOIl 

'A meeting will be held.' 
As in ( 1 2), the redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.dt is removed 

�G 'Ptf:G;i�oo � (ooo�){�:oo 

�G 'Pi;: C\( (ooo�) 2:00 
, 10 1 4  people, or 96% . . .  ' 
As in ( 1 2), the redundant copula ��oloot0 phji7.pa.d£ is removed 
here it is in a redundant relative clause. 

o� 0 ' r.:::: 0 C' 0 ' r::::: " C' 
<'>19:�:W:O?3dGt33dG;<"y? 06;:<?�80IO')OO 6 0 ., C' 
<?�:Ol':o 10')00 
'the situation became worse' 

Changes: As ( 1 3). 

The evening programme in Burmese from Radio Free Asia (RFA) on 2 January 2002 
contained the following: 

( 1 7) RFA 
MB 

Changes: 

o@ 0 ' §  0 C' 0 ,§ ., C' 
�?:01:j?:i?:O')3dG Y;>3dG,or 06':�(;) pu 10000 o ., C' 
�01:j?:�:O I 0')00 
'it shifted to a worse situation' ---+ MB 'it became worse' 
wordy language simplified; 
monosyllabic verbs preferred over disyllabic 



( 1 8) RFA 
ME 

Changes: 

( 19) RFA 
MB 

Changes: 

(20) RFA 
MB 

Changes: 

(2 1 )  RFA 
ME 

Changes: 
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C C' 0 ('  <:' 0  .... 

m9,ci"2o.:>;:A:>� (O;CX?c"1lm�O? -
c � , m9,ci"2o.:>��O? -

' . . .  where the Karen refugees lived. ' 

noun made plural with (006 twe instead of "tP: mja; 
monosyllabic verb (0; ne ' live' preferred over complex verb string 

(O;cx?c01J03� ne.thaiN Jaj £1 Ji 
verb slimmed down from bisyllabic to monosyllabic 

(OfJ03i03(Jo)� cr.u (OfJ03�03 (Jo)(oOO'Jm cr.u 
'there were about 20 followers' 
[NOUN]- (O"1P� tG�.rl}j� 'approximately' replaced with Modem Burmese 
form [NOUN]- (oOO'J03 lau? 

c c c c� 1 c ::D<9 0.:>00 c: 00 G>9, o� (000 000'.):0 1(00) 
c c c 0 c APo.:>ooc: ooG>9,om �o (00)11 
c c c 1 1 c APo.:> 00 C: 00 G>9, 0 'P 0 I 0 I 00 0) II 

'reported by AP news agency' 
Two simplified alternatives given, avoiding the non-colloquial noun 
marker '1 l'l}� 

G) 0 (;'; c C ::D��::D1�:�;ro� (O;'Po�OO'.):(09,: 
::D��::DO(O( §;(O;'P�OO'.):<l. 
'In order to resettle the twin brother and sister. . .  ' 
Two simplified alternatives given, avoiding non-colloquial language 

such as noun marker 3d?: ?a 

5 Formal language 

Writers and broadcasters are still stumbling out from under the shadow of literary style in 
their attempts to use Modem Burmese. One of the many reasons for such hesitation is 
their tendency to use formal language. Maung Tha Noe, the individual instrumental in 
submitting and defending the Commission's paper, himself exhibits literary-language 
habits in his recent works. The underlined words he uses in (22) are never found in 
Modem Burmese unless the writer is trying to be formal. 

(22) 

The sentence in (22) above could be rewritten in pure Modem Burmese as (23), making the 
substitutions and stylistic changes described in (24) and (25). 
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(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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FB 
O'Y.) ka 'while [VERB) ' 

0 jrui 'acquire·' 1iJ.� <.' �m taj£7 'while [VERB) ' 

FB 

Er <.' [NOUN]-3d (9G) <oua;?,: 
[NOUN]-1aphj i1 pethuN 
'emerge as [NOUN) ' 

� 

� 

� MB 
� 19: pi SUBORD 

jg 'acquire' � @: � pi SUBORD 

MB 

[NOUN] §�C\X) 
[NOUN]-phj i11a 

. 'became [NOUN) ' 

Although Modem Burmese is acceptable for its clarity, succinctness and effectiveness in 
comparison to formal Burmese, many writers and broadcasters still use the latter: a 
muddled mixture of colloquial and literary Burmese. 

Although writing in Modem Burmese is now found in contexts where only formal 
literary Burmese might once have been appropriate, the new language still retains some of 
the undesirable features of literary Burmese, such as ambiguity and verbosity. 

One example is the use of the grammatical particle 'i ng in Formal Burmese. 
While m kg is used both as a subject marker and to mean 'from' in the spoken language, 
in the literary language 'i ng is used only as the latter, and is not used instead of 
m kg as a subject marker. Yet, during the 1 970s, out of an over-eagerness to show 
respect to authorities, followers of the Burmese Socialist Programme Party r,: <.' 0 <.' <.' <.' <.' .,  Q d I b' kin u:ffi ·th th �,�0X?�ooroG)ro�:G)2u,0') starte to rep ace su �ect-mar g s x m gg W1 e 
literary equivalent of the homonymous postposition m gg 'from' in, for instance, phrases 
like (26), introducing the chairman in at official meetings, as if the established subject
marking suffix (1) kg to the chairman of the meeting would be insulting, and only a overtly 
literary suffix such as 'i 11Jg would be appropriate. Here, 'i 11Jg does not sound right even 
though it may conform to the perceived preferences of the authorities for its supposed 
literary weightiness. 

(26) � 0 <.' <.' r,: "  <.' 
2<J?�e3:'i �'.8,:<OtPu I<OOO?�OOIl 
1ou1kathg.c4L11Jg m�iNguN.pj;).ba.dg.m£ 
chairman. big. ?SUBJ address. say .poL.henceforth.IRR 
'The Chairman is about to make an address.' 
?? ' It is requested that an address be made to the Chairman.' 

The misuse of the literary suffix 3d?: 18. for colloquial object-marking suffix o? ko is 
another example of the problem of unnecessary formality in Burmese. In the belief that 
3d?: 18. sounds more polite, it is common to see 3d?: 18. used wrongly in place of o? ko, as 
in (27). In fact, the postposition 3d?: 18. is not used in spoken Burmese at all. Thus (27) 
may be said with the intended meaning of 'The Chairman is requested to make an address. '  
In fact, this can also be parsed as meaning ' It is requested that an address be given to the 
Chairman.' There would be no such potential ambiguity if speakers referred to the speech 
they might themselves produce. 
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(27) � 0 co co r,: r::::: 1 co cor::::: 1 co 
2<J?�e3:3n: �;.8;:Ge:>ep:GO:U I'l.; O;ep:UIOJ� 
7ou7kathg.�f.7a m�iNguN.pj6tGa.pe.baJ�lN paNtGa.ba.oi 
chairman. big.to address.say .BEN .POL.PURP request.POL.REAL 
'The Chairman is requested to make an address.' 
?? ' It is requested that an address be made to the Chairman.' 

An alternative rendition in Modem Burmese would be (28). 

(28) 
0 co co r,: r::::: 0 � 0 cor::::: 1 co �;.8;:Ge:>ep:GO:<f. 2<J?�e3:or O��:O,I�u) 
m�iNguN.pj6tGa.pe.bQ 7ou7kathi:!.�l.g6 paNtGa.ba.d£ 
address.say.BEN.PURP chairman.big.to request.POL.REAL 
'The Chairman is requested to make an address.' 

Other problems arise in the use of lexical items. Wordiness results from the unnecessary 
use of doubled verb agglomerations like G'Perl� jau7Ji 'arrive.exist'or �:G'Perl 
8wa.jau7 'go.arrive' ,  where the single verbs G'Perl jau7 'arrive'and �: 8wa 'go' are 
entirely sufficient for the purpose. The use of the pronoun O(� 8umg for 'she' instead of 
the third-person pronoun 0( 8u which does not specify gender is unnatural and awkward. 
The use of Ol� 8umg presumably arose from the misconception that it was more polite and 
appropriate to have a specifically feminine pronoun in Burmese to translate the English 
pronoun 'she' in the literary translations and English lessons during the colonial period. 

Further examples of literary habits creeping into colloquial Burmese involve the use of 
the copula §� phji7. Formal sentences like (29) can be written or said more simply in 
Modem Burmese as (30). 

co co (29) oaJ;GO?? OO'P §�olO')�1I 
tGano shaja phj i7.pa.d£ 
I teacher be.POL.REAL 
' I  am a teacher.' 

co co 1 (30) oaJ;GO?? OO'P011I 
tGano shaja.ba 
I teacher .POL 
' I  am a teacher.' 

This use of the copula §� phji7, which does not exist in modem spoken Burmese, occurs 
also in the structure in (3 1 ), where it detracts from the conciseness of the spoken language 
equivalent in (32). 

co co 
(3 1 )  oaJ;GO?? �:'P 

tGano 8wa.11Ja 
I gO.IRRNOM 
' I  will go.' 

§�olO')�1I 
phji7.pa.d£ 
be.POL.REAL 
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(32) oaJ"G� �:ol��11 
tGano ewa.ba.m£ 
I go.POL.IRR 
' I  will go.'  

See Appendix 2 for more examples of formal or literary Burmese grammatical and lexical 
items found in broadcasts, along with their equivalents in Modem Burmese. 

6 Conclusion 

Aware of the Burmese writers who are talented both in the use of spoken and literary 
Burmese, I have no intention of advocating the sole use of Modem Burmese. The late 
Ludu U IDa C'(0?2:0j>, who led the Upper Burma Writers Association, and his wife Daw 
Ama G3T�oo are good examples. Readers recognise their works as great: the earlier 
works in literary Burmese, and the later ones in colloquial style. Similarly, writers like 
Aung Thinn G3d,:)(3:::>.)�: and Nay Win Myint G'O�:§9, to mention just a few, are brilliant 
in both styles. 

However, I do recommend that formal Burmese, which is currently gaining ground in 
communication media, should be replaced with Modem Burmese in order to enhance the 
effectiveness of written Burmese for the benefit of Burmese writers and readers. 
Broadcasters need never be bothered again by the choice of formal literary words they 
believe to be appealing to their readers and listeners; they can become their own teachers 
and use the language they currently use in speech without worrying that it might be 
inappropriate. Some individuals may enjoy mixing literary Burmese into their 
conversational language, saying the phrases in (33) instead of their equivalents in (34). 

(33) � � � 3 Go.Y.)(\)�: , g 0 @ [g �3�G 00 O::::>.)OY.)C\) 
da.ool£ ?£dUo.pj6.bLoa.kal� 
that.however that.like.say .fmish.REAL. time 
'However . . .  

, 
'having spoken like this . . .  ' 

(34) 31Go�o? , g 0 @ [g �3�G 00 O:GO?? 
da.bemf ?£dl.lo.pj6.bLdg 
that.however that.like.say .fmish. when 
'However . . .  , 'having spoken like this . . .  ' 

Listeners and readers may accept the forms in (33) as idiolects. Writers and broadcasters 
must pay particular attention, however, to arranging their daily language in an acceptable 
order. Modem Burmese is in many ways simpler and more user-friendly than formal or 
literary Burmese, yet the use of formal Burmese with the literary features it retains, is 
annoying for readers and listeners because of its wordiness and vagueness. The use of a 
standardised form of Modem Burmese, as outlined in this study, will help the users come 
closer to their target audience for its conciseness and clarity. 
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Appendix 1 

(35) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some magazines in 1 962-1 965 

magazine name date total pages 
pages of 
Modern Burmese 

Q�:Qo:ncrl 9weoau7 Feb 1 962 270 1 8  - correspondence 
��O S\illlawa Feb 1 964 256 7 - story-telling 
r�od3 mjawadi Nov 1 965 250 3 - a letter 
QQCY.Y.)q r)wetaji Nov 1 965 250 3 - a letter 

(36) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some journals in 200 1 

journal name date total paf!es paf!es in ME % 
. (' (' (' ;;OOGc::x>ooc: 

17 M 200 1 naNn£7khfN.9adfN ay 1 4  

2 7  Jun 200 1 1 6  

2 9  Jun 200 1 1 4  

8 57% 

6 37% 

8 57% 

(37) Approximate proportion of Modem Burmese in some magazines in 2000 and 200 1 

maf!azine date total paf!es paf!es in ME % 
�Ql1)� mane9i Feb 2000 200 75 37% 
Q� dana Nov 200 1 1 68 79 47% 
QQCY.Y.)q r)wetaji Nov 200 1 1 60 2 1  13% 
Q§l3Cl�QOO Swe7amiute Feb 200 1 1 88 1 28 68% 
r�:��Q�� mjana?mauN Jul 200 1 1 84 1 05 57% 

Appendix 2 

Examples of Formal Burmese (FB) replaced with Modem Burmese (ME) 

(38) subject marker [NOUN]� I1Jg -+ [NOUN]OO kg 
FB ME 
. . .  � 3CloS�9Q;uloou311 -+ . . .  00 3CloS�9Q;uloou311 
. . .  l1Jg 7a9aN·1wiN.ba.ci£ -+ . . . kg 7aeaN·1wiN.ba.ci£ 
. . .  frOm/*SUBJ sound. broadcast.POL.REAL -+ . . .  from/SUBJ sound. broadcast.POL.REAL 
' Broadcasting from . . .  ' , [This is] . . .  broadcasting.' 
-+ � I1Jg is never used as a subject marker in spoken Burmese; it should be replaced with 

subject marker 00 kg 

(39) verb nominaliser [VERB]� I1JY -+ [VERB]CY.Y.) ta 
FB ME 

0 <:" ..... 0 

3CltCGJ,��o{ 
7anaiN J g·9f·l1Jy.go 
victory.get.REM.NOM.OBJ 
'honouring the victory' 

('� 0 ('  0 <2C1)D{ -+ 3CltCGJ, CY.Y.)O{ 
gOUNpjy -+ ?anaiN.jg.da.go 
honour -+ victory.get.REM.REALNoM.OBJ 

'honouring the victory' 

<2a6[Si 
gOUNpjy 
honour 
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- Although � l1JY occurs used in the spoken language as a derivational morphological 
suffix to generate nouns from verbs (eg (03CrJ�§� laUNmjlN 'succeed' - (03CrJ�§'� 
laUNmjIN.!1JY ' success'), it is not used in syntactic constructions requiring a nominalised 
verb phrase, where a nominalising verb marker (eg realis 00':) ta) is found. 

(40) [VERB] �,,?6 - [VERB] 
FB MB o c;, c;, c;, 0 c;, c;, ,,?m(O'P� ,,?OOO()') II - ,,?m(O'Poo()')1I 
iai?j5.l1Jy.lou?.ti: - iai?j5.& 
follow.NOM.do.REAL - follow. REAL 
'complies' 'complies' 
- [VERB]�,,?6- can simply be replaced with [VERB]- on its own. 

(4 1 )  Avoidance of [VERB]§�: tGhfN - [VERB]-OO':) ta 
a. FB MB 

c;, c;, c;, ' r::: c;, c;, c;, c;, 3dOID3deOO E>].olD13c:o·Y.) - 3dOID3deOO E>].0OO':) 
?apji??akha?Ja?s£'�fN.ha - ?apji??akha?Ja? da 
shooting.cease.NoM.TOP _ shooting.cease.REALNoM 
'the end of the shooting' 'the end of the shooting' 

b. FB 
c;, c c;, 0r::: c;, 3d(01D?93de3°�:cx::Y.>:�13c: 

?as{!UN?atGa? mja.thaJi.�fN 
escort.PL.place.be.NoM 

ME 

o C c;, ��(OO:>:(Oe3'-'c: 
maJi·oe.�auN 
NEG.exist.yet.QuOT 

3d(01D?93d66(00'6 �cx::Y.>:(oO:>:o?3d(o§�: 
?as{!UN?atGa? .dwe ma.tha.oe.tf. ?a�auN 
escort.PL NEG.place.yet.REALAlTR.QUOT 
' It is said that the escorts are not yet in place.' 

c. FB MB 
olo�§�: ��olOjl:1I - �olo�olOjl:1I 

(O@:>�:O 1 OOc.rl1l -
pj5.owa.ba.d£ -
say. 'go' .POL.REAL -

(O@:>�:O 1 OOc.rl1l 
pj5.owa.ba.d£ 
say. 'go' .POL.REAL 

pawlN .�fN .maJi.ba.bu 
include.NoM.NEG.exist.POL.NEG 
'there is no inclusion of . . .  ' 

- ma.pawIN.ba.bu 
- NEG.include. POL.NEG 

, . .  .is not included. ' 

Both the meanings of C;�: lagaUN in (42) and (43) can be replaced by a spoken Burmese 
equivalent. 

(42) C;�: iagauN - �� ?tdl 'that; the aforementioned';  
[PHRASE]-ro�:(O()'::Y.)�: iagauN - [PHRASE]-(O'P j5 'both . . .  and' 
FB 

c;, c;, c;, ° c;c:lD?3fo c;c:O(.m 
lagauN.sa?ou? iagauN.dg.g{! 
that. book that.pL.SUBJ 
'that book' 'the aforementioned [people/things] 
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MB 
, GI  (' 

3d3 aY.>3fU 
.... Q 0 C' / ' (' 0 

3d3<?gLoo 3d�?dG>�:O(.m 
?tdLsa?ou? 
that.book 
'that book' 

?tdi.pou?go(?aphw�?asf).dQ.giJ 
that.person/organisation.PL.sUBI 
'the aforementioned [people/things] ' 

(43) [PHRASE]-OO�:GOY.>�: lagaUN -+ [PHRASE]-GEip j5 'either . . .  or . . .  ' 
FB 

(' 0 (' (' o (' (' 
G01Pc:OY.>:GD6O?oo�:GOY.>c:1 ooEipGD6O?oo�:GOY.>c: -+ 

tGauNoa.dwe.go.lagauN, 
student.PL.OBI . either , 

shaja.dwe.go.lagaUN -+ 
teacher .PL. OBI. either -+ 

ME 
(' 0 (' 0 (' 

G01Pc:OY.>:GD6O?oo�:GEipI ooEipGD6O?oo�:GEip 
tGaUNoa.dwe.goJ5, shaja.dwe.goJ5 
student.PL. OBI . either , teacher .PL. OBI . either 
'whether [they be] students or teachers [or whoever] ' 

FB 
<:' C' C' (' C' (" C' (" 

CJ)G>OO3dD6c:GOY.>Gc: rG>OO3dD6c:GOY.>Gc: 
ta.liJ. ?atwiN .o':'.lagauN lJa.liJ. ?atwiN .o�.lagauN 
one.month.within.either two.month.within.either -+ 

MB (' (' 17.: ('17.: ('  
CJ)G>OO3dD6C: �G>�G>I 

(' (' 17.: (' 17.: ('  
rG>OO3dD6c: �G>�G> 

ta.liJ. 7atwiN .phj i7phj i7, 
one.month. within.be.sUBJUNCREDUP, 
'be it within one month or two' 

lJa.liJ.7atwiN. phji7phj i? 
one.month. within. be.sUBJUNCREDUP 

(44) [NOUN]c6thaN -+ [NOUN]� shi. c6 thaN is unusual in spoken Burmese. 
FB MB 

('� (' .  ('� (' GI 
o;8:�Lu(X) -+ o;8:�LuOO 
wUN<ti<tou?.thaN -+ wUN<ti<tou? shi 
Prime Minister.vicinity -+ Prime Minister.vicinity 

(45) GG> se -> ��: khaiN. Causative GG> se never appears in normal spoken Burmese except 
when expressing wishes such as ro:>GG>��CJ)03 la.ze.<tiN.& come.CAUS.want.REAL ' I 'd  
like you to come. '  
a. FB MB 

(' 0 ('  (' 
G�:GG>CJ)o)lI -+ G�:yC:CJ)o)lI 
me.ze.& -+ me.khaiN.& 
ask.CAuS.REAL -+ ask.CAUS.REAL 
' [He] had [someone] ask.' 
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b. FE ME 
c c c c c c 3n:ooro:,,?0'lc CY.ij':�GG)OOOOIl 

7agaza.jiN .tGaNma.ze.de 
--+ 3n:ooro:,,?0'lc 
--+ 7agazaJiN .tGaNma.d£ 

exercise.if.healthy.CAUS.REAL --+ exercise.if.healthy.REAL 
'Exercise makes you healthy.' 

c. FE ME 
o c  c § c o o c 

O��G0'6o( �GG)oooo --+ G'=l:yC:OOOOIl 
pjlou.dwe.go.8i·ze.d£ --+ me.khaiN.d£ 
people.pL.OB] .know .CAUS.REAL --+ ask.CAUS.REAL 
'Let the people know.' 

(46) 3C>0'6�: 7atwlN --+ oo('P) th£(llJa). In spoken Burmese, the location noun 3C>0'6� 7atwlN 
'within' is used only in time phrases. 
FE ME 
§'���C3C>0'6�: --+ §,���coo('P) 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.7atwlN --+ mjaNma.naiNlJaN.d£'llJa 
Myanmar.country.within --+ Myanmar.country.within.LOC 
' in(side) Burma/Myanmar' 

(47) '=l [VERB] � ma [VERB] llJI --+ � [VERB] .. � ma [VERB] khiN (except in the set phrase �<T.ij� 
ma.tGg.llJI 'before long' which is well established) 
FE ME � c o c .  Q � c o c .  
�,�tCC '=l�:'=l --+ �,�tCC 
mjaNma.naiNlJaN.ma.8wa.llJI --+ mj�ma.naiNlJaN .ma.8wa.g iN 
Myanmar. country .NEG.go. before --+ Myanmar . country .NEG.gO. before 
'before going to Burma/Myanmar' 

(48) [VERB] � swa --+ [VERB] .ADVREDUP adverb formation 
FE ME 

c c c 
G()'Y.)c:� --+ G()'Y.)C:G()'Y.)C: 
kciuN.zwa --+ kauN.gaun 
good.ADV --+ good.ADVREDUP 
'announcing the news' 

(49) [VERB] "1l�� taj£7Ji --+ [VERB]G' ne 
FE ME 

c 0 c::: c o  1 c 
�ooc:"tP:O( G��"1l00�OIOOOO 
8adlN .mja.go.tGeJlHaj£7 Ji.ba.d£ 
news.PL.OB] .announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
'announcing the news' 

c 0 c::: 1 c --+ �ooc:G0'6o( G��G'OIOOOO 
--+ 8adlN .twe.go.tGeJla.ne.ba.d£ 
--+ news.PL.OB] .announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
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(50) [VERB] 'l'� j�iNJi - [VERB]t� naiN 
a. FB -r:::. " C" C" C" ���ro3d,�:cOO3d06c:ry.> � C" , r,:: C" C" 0 1 C" GlPC:ro��: �Q)'l' �()I(y')OOIl -

pjauNlt11}y.mja.phji? JaNJi.ba.dt -ma.tGa.11}i.1g.7antlj£. ?atwfN .11}a 
NEG .long. before.month.little. within. in change.NoM.pL. be.PURP .exist.POL.REAL -

MB r:::. C" o c"  C" � C" , r,:: C" 0 C" 1 C" ���cro<?c:3d06C:ry.> 3dGlPc:3droG06 �Q)tC() I (y')OOIl 
ma.tGa.giN .lg. ?apaiN. ?atwfN ?apjauN?alt.dwe. phj i? .naiN .ba.dt 
NEG.long.before.month.part.within change.PL.be.exist.can.REAL 
'There may be changes within a month.' 

(5 1 )  [NOUN]-�'. khgN - [NOUN]-GCO':)(� lau? 
a. FB MB C" 1 C" C" 1 C" GO'1PC:o.n:C I:'P�'. - GO'1PC:o.n:CI:'P�'. 

tGauNoa.ljaJa.ggN - tGauNoa.lja.ja.lau? 
student.five.hundred.approximately - student.five.hundred.approximately 
'approximately five hundred students' 

Replacing formal lexical items which do not occur in spoken Burmese with MB 
equivalents, as in (52): 

(52) FB MB 
oo� jakhy _ 3d� ?akhy C" • , 

OO�'G'. JamaNn� - �G'� man�gg 
O(� 8umg - 0( 8u 

'now' 
'yesterday' 
'she' 

Bisyllabic verbs where the second verb is unnecessary can be replaced by monosyllabic 
verbs, or the semantically redundant material from complex verb phrases can be removed 
altogether to reduce wordiness, as in (53)-(56): 

(53) FB - ME 

(54) 

G'P�� jau?Ji 
�:G'P� 8waJau? 

- G'P� jau? 
- �: 8waor G'P� jau? 

' arrive' 
'go' 

FB - MB C" G�@ccy'):U 1 (Y.)t011 C" o � C" 0:> (y.) c: ry.> - 0:> (y.) c: ry.> � () (y.) oo II 
8adfn.11}a ph�.pjg.tha.ba.d£ - 8adfn.11}a sho.ba.d£ 
news.in reveal. show. set.POL.REAL - news.in say.POL.REAL 
, . .  .it is reported in the news. '  

(55) FB - MB 
[VERB]ry.> §�()1(Y.)t011 - [VERB]-()l�t011 
[VERB].11}a phji? pa.d£ - [VERB]-pa.m£ 
[VERB].IRRNOM is.POL.REAL _ [VERB]-POL.IRR 
' will [VERB]' 
_ the construction [VERB]-ry.> §�()1(Y.)t0 [VERB]-11}a phji? pa.d£ is unsusual in 
Modem Burmese. 
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(56) FB 
[PHRASE]G��: 
[PHRASE]-.tGauN 
[PHRASE]-.fact 

GIP�:�:G��: 
pj6.cM.owa.cMuN 
say.inform.go.fact 

o "I C' 
0.) 'lUI 00 00 II ----t 

elJg.ba.d£ ----t 

know.get.POL.REAL ----t 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

ME 

[PHRASE]-G��: GIP�:ulo.)o?lI 
[PHRASE]-.tGauN pj6.owa.ba.oa.df 
[PHRASE]-.fact say.go.POL.REAL.EUPH 

' It is saidlknown that [PHRASE] . . .  ' 
----t It is more concise to avoid multiple constructions using G§�: tGauN 

FB 
C' 0 o:>ooc:'tP:or 

eadlN.mja.go 
neWS.PL.OBJ 

ME 
C' 0 0.) 00 c: G02 or 

eadiN .dwe.go 

G6�"1J� o � C' �u 000011 ----t 

tGe]laJajd Sl.ba.d£ ----t 

announce.cont exist ----t 

G6�G;uloo0311 
tGe]la.ne.ba.d£ 

news.pL.OBJ announce.CONT .POL.REAL 
'The news is being announced.' 
----t the construction VERB-"1J� � VERB-tajd Sl- is never used in Modem Burmese 

FB 
�o:n2:o.n:'tP:�GU T 
latGlN.oa.mja'?ap;) 
prisoner.pL.on 

C' C' ,  T OOOOOOC���GU 
H.tIN .9f.n,m'?ap;) 
save.REM.NOM.on 

C' "I C' GO(9;�:U IOOOOIl 
wephaN .owa.ba.d£ 
criticise.go.POL.REAL ----t 

ME 
C' 0 �o:n2:o.n:'tP:or 

latGlN .oa.mja.go 
prisoner .PL.OBJ 

C' "I C' GO(9;�:UlOOOOIl 

(" c- ... ..... (" C" 0 ooooooc�on;. uooo.)ooC\f. 
k£.tIN.9f.da.nf pale£l.lg 
save.REM.REAL NOM

. with conceming.sUBORD 

wephaN .owa.ba.d£ 
criticise.go.poL.REAL 

'The rescue of the prisoners was criticised.' 
----t the construction VERB-� �GUTVERB-l1Jy.?ap;) is never used in Modem Burmese 

FB 
ulo�§�: ��ulO'(:1I ----t 

pawIN.�lN maJl.ba.bu ----t 

include.NOM NEG.exist.NEG ----t 
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(,}()lo�()lO(:1I 
ma.pawlN .ba.bu 
NEG.include.POL.NEG 

, . . .  does not include.' 
-+ the construction VERB-§�: (,}� VERB-tGh{N maSl is never used in Modem Burmese 

(60) FB 

(6 1 )  

GlP�:ro�G"6 
pjaUNl£.l1}y.dwe 
change(v. ).NOM.PL 

MB 
r,: � C � O � 1 � �GtPc:�G"6 eCD;C()IO?OOIl 

7apjauN7al£.dwe phji7.naiN.ba.dE 
change(n.). PL be.can.POL.REAL 

'there may be changes' 
. -+ the construction VERB-§�'l' � VERB-phji7JaNSl is never used in Modem 
"Burmese 

FB 
oo � � �C\J?:�C\J? �;cgoo 

7ala7ala phji7.jaN 
potential exist.can.GERUND 

MB 
�C\J?:�C\J? (,}§�()111 
7ala7ala ma.mjiN.ba 
prospect NEG.see.POL 

'no prospects are envisioned' 

(,}�()111 -+ 
ma·Sl·ba -+ 
NEG.exist.POL -+ 

-+ unnecessary wordiness can be avoided in Modem Burmese 
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